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Letter from the Chair 

Dear Delegates, 

It is my pleasure to be able to welcome you to the UNSC Kashmir Border Dispute at the 

2021 Vanier Model United Nations!  

My name is Song Khanh Du Tran, or Journey, and I am thrilled to be serving as your chair 

for this committee. I am currently finishing my studies of Social Science Law Major at Vanier 

College. My life-long goal is to implement humanitarian programs to promote democracy and 

freedom in my country and in other neighbouring Asian countries since I was born and raised in 

an undemocratic country. As such, I am looking forward to exploring and discussing the similar 

issues that concern this committee. This will be my second time working for VMUN, first time as 

the chair. As my MUN experience has been in crisis committee mainly, I have designed this 

committee with a touch of crisis elements to make it more dynamic and realistic.  

Working alongside me to serve you as the vice chair is Elsa Jutras-Vigneault. She is 

finishing her studies in International Administration at Collégial international Sainte-Anne and 

aspires to work in international relations and diplomacy with a keen interest in conflict resolution 

and geopolitics. She has been participating in various conferences as a delegate, but this will be 

her first time serving in the dais. She is trilingual (English, French and Spanish). 

This committee is concentrating on the dispute happening at Kashmir borders. Kashmir 

Border Dispute is a one-of-a-kind conflict due to its longevity and political complexity. In the 

background guide, you are introduced to how Kashmir Dispute started and went on for over 7 

decades. However, the setting of the committee does not take place in 2021. The setting is 

January 18th, 1948, one day after Resolution 38 successfully passed in UNSC and Pakistan and 
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India are invited to participate in the committee to address and take responsibility. Although 

Kashmir was never a member of UNSC, this committee will treat Kashmir as one, giving them the 

voice they never had. 

The two main concerns we are discussing in the committee are: Kashmir’s self-

determination and Healing plan. These two concerns appeared as the central themes for 

discussion during the UNSC in 1948. The objective for delegates is to put an end to the war as 

failing to do so will result to the repercussions that every Kashmiri is living through today. To 

achieve this objective, delegates are expected to be familiar with Kashmir’s population dynamics 

and its economic resources. Furthermore, you must be able to echo the cries for help from 

victims of the war and response to them in the most appropriate fashion. 

While this background guide will provide important information for delegates to get to 

know the topics, delegates are encouraged to pursue further research as the context behind the 

dispute is vast and complex, a 7-pages guidebook cannot do it justice. It is important that 

delegates handle the discussion with care as only exemplary behaviour will be accepted.  

We look forward to meeting all of you and seeing how this committee will evolve over 

the weekend. Whilst the conference is short, I hope that the experiences and memories gathered 

from this committee would be of great help for your self-discovery journey, whether it is for your 

career, dream, or interest. Do not hesitate to reach out should you have any concern or question.  

Best, 

Song Khanh Du Tran, Chair 

Elsa Jutras-Vigneault, Vice-Chair 
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INTRODUCTION 

What is the Specialized Agency? 

Specialized Agency - as the name suggests - follows the basic procedure of a General Assembly 

committee with some crisis elements. Which means, the committee will not take place in the 

present modern time, but rather during the past or future of the event. However, the crisis 

elements do not extend to an actual crisis committee with crisis staff, crisis updates and personal 

directive.  

There are usually less members in Specialized Agency, which allows for total concentration on 

specific crises such as the World Health Organization, the World Food Banks, etc.1  

Brief history of Kashmir Border Dispute 

Before UN’s involvement:  

Before 1845, Kashmir land had been ruled under two different empires: The Afghan 

Durrani Empire and the Sikh Empire. As one of the main outcomes from the First Anglo-Sikh War, 

Kashmir became one of the lands for expeditions. In 1858, it became a part of British Raj, along 

with the rest of India.2 After World War II, the British Raj partitioned into religious zones, which 

the two main dominions are India (Hindu, Sikh) and Pakistan (Islam). Between them were 650 

unclaimed states but merged them soon after in dependant of the dominant religious population 

 
1 “What are UN specialized agencies, and how many are there?” Dag Hammarskjold library, accessed on February 

14, 2021, https://ask.un.org/faq/140935# 

2 Feature History, “Feature History – Kashmir conflict”, YouTube Video, 11:34, May 15, 2019, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XqZKwqNgMjw&t=153s 

https://ask.un.org/faq/140935#:~:text=UN%20specialized%20agencies%20are%20international%20organizations%20working%20with%20the%20UN,and%20appointing%20their%20administrative%20head
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XqZKwqNgMjw&t=153s
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of the states. Jammu and Kashmir stood independently from the partition as it was ruled under 

a Hindu government while having a Muslim majority.  

Maharaja Hari Singh - the ruler of Jammu and Kashmir - decided that the state would be 

independent, which was deemed as controversial by the Pakistan tribesmen. The tribesmen rose 

against the ruler with the size of manpower larger than Hari Singh’s, so Hari Singh fled to India in 

request for assistance. On October 26th, 1947, Singh signed the “Instrument of accession” stating 

that Kashmir would join India in exchange for military assistance. This led to tug-of-war between 

Pakistan and India where “Pakistan claimed Kashmir on cultural grounds [while] India claimed on 

legal.”3 The conflict over Kashmir nationality marked the beginning of a seven-century long 

dispute between Pakistan and India with thousands of lives lost. 

The failure of United Nations 

January 1st, 1948, Indian requested assistance from UNSC regarding the armed conflicts 

between two dominions over Kashmir.4 After hearing India and Pakistan’s statement regarding 

the dispute, UNSC introduced Resolution 38 and 39 requesting both states to abstain from any 

action that could “aggravate the situation” in Jammu and Kashmir 5, the formation of the UN 

Commission for India and Pakistan (UNCIP) to assist both dominions in composing a plan 

describing how they will resolve the conflict in peace.6 Both resolutions proposed passed.  

 
3 Feature History, “Feature History – Kashmir conflict.” 
4 “United Nations Security Council Resolution 47,” Wikipedia, last modified March 12, 2021, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations_Security_Council_Resolution_47 
5 UN Security Council, Resolution 38, [The India-Pakistan Question], S/RES/38 (March 28, 2021), 2, 

https://undocs.org/S/RES/38(1948) 

6 UN Security Council, Resolution 39, [The India-Pakistan Question], S/RES/39 (March 28, 2021), 3, 

https://undocs.org/S/RES/39(1948) 

https://undocs.org/S/RES/39(1948)
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On April 21st, 1948, UNSC introduced Resolution 47 to put an end to the conflict in 

Kashmir. The resolution demanded UNCIP to act as mediator for Pakistan and India to retreat 

their military and prepare Kashmir for a plebiscite for Kashmiris to choose which dominion to 

join.7 A Mediation session between Pakistan and India revealed that no state was willing to 

demilitarise Kashmir. In fact, an order made on the behalf of Pakistan called for the Pakistan 

military to arrive with full force on Kashmir as a defence against Indian army. Pakistan nor India 

refused to ceasefire, which caused the resolution to fail.8 Kashmir remained as a state in conflict. 

Current state of Kashmir 

On January 1st, 1949, Pakistan and India agreed to ceasefire. However, India was 

controlling two-third of Kashmir while Pakistan had one-third.9 The UNCIP’s priority shifted from 

demanding the dominions to cease fire to establishing a plebiscite within Kashmir. In 1950, Indian 

claimed Jammu and Kashmir as Indian’s state and arrested and exiled pro-Pakistan Kashmiris. 

Sheikh Abdullah, a Muslim Kashmiri was elected to lead Kashmir following an election organized 

by UNSC from Resolution 91. Reformations that discriminated against Hindus and favouring self-

governing caused resentment from the Hindu Kashmiris. In 1953, he was arrested. 

The fight between self-determination and unionization with India went on until 1965, 

where Pakistan provoked India on Kashmir through a series of armed conflicts. 

 
7 UN Security Council, Resolution 47, [The India-Pakistan Question], S/RES/47 (March 28, 2021), 3, 

https://undocs.org/S/RES/47(1948) 

8 Stephen P Westcott. “The case of UN involvement in Jammu and Kashmir.” E-International relations, May, 2020. 

https://www.e-ir.info/2020/05/29/the-case-of-un-involvement-in-jammu-and-kashmir/ 

9 Mohamad Junaid, “Kashmir: A historical timeline,” Adi magazine, 2020, 

https://adimagazine.com/articles/kashmir-a-historical-timeline/ 

https://undocs.org/S/RES/47(1948)
https://www.e-ir.info/2020/05/29/the-case-of-un-involvement-in-jammu-and-kashmir/
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In 1974, Sheikh Abdullah was released from prison and was re-elected in 1977. In 1981, he died. 

1983 marks the outbreak within Abdullah’s political party of his heirs and the tension between 

Hindus and Muslim Kashmiris increased. Both parties have resulted to assassination of important 

figures and assassinations.10 

Number of deaths throughout the 70 years of dispute can only be estimated. Between 1988 and 

2016, the estimate dead related to the conflict was between 47,000 to 100,000.11 

Committee’s objective 

This committee will replay history of Kashmir, specifically January 18th, 1948 to revisit the 

invitation for intervention from Hari Singh, the Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir. The dais is 

interested in changing the actual outcome of the dispute and to minimize, if not, prevent all the 

damages following the failure of Resolution 47 after April 21st, 1948. On January 17th, 1948, the 

UNSC passed Resolution 38 suggesting that UNSC should invite Pakistan and India to the table of 

discussion.12  

The objective is simple: To prevent the Kashmir dispute from escalating like it has. You, 

the representatives from the countries that have great international influences and experience 

with conflicts surrounding sovereignty rights are expected to evaluate and come up with the best 

plan-of-actions for the future of Kashmir. Please get yourself familiar with concepts like “self-

determination”, “peacekeeper”, “sovereignty rights”, UN’s Universal Declaration of Human 

 
10 Mohamad Junaid, “Kashmir: A historical timeline.”  

11 “India-Kashmir (1947 - first combat deaths),” Project Ploughshares, accessed March 1, 2021, 

https://ploughshares.ca/pl_armedconflict/india-kashmir-1947-first-combat-deaths/ 

12  UN Security Council, Resolution 38, [The India-Pakistan Question], 2. 

https://ploughshares.ca/pl_armedconflict/india-kashmir-1947-first-combat-deaths/
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Rights as well as any other deemed relevant documents. A deep comprehension of these 

concepts would permit for more informed and appropriate courses of actions. 

TOPIC 1: Kashmir’s self-determination 

Following the departure of British colonization on 15 August 1947, Jammu and Kashmir 

became independent. An agreement was created between the Pakistan government and 

Maharajah of Kashmir called Standstill Agreement that acknowledged this independency. India 

also acknowledged it by participating in the conditions of the agreement. However, it was short 

lived as the Pakistan violated the agreement by attacked Kashmir two months later. The invasion 

was described as follow: 

“They cleverly used tribesmen from Khyber Pakhtoon Khawa (Frontier) in the name of 

Jihad. Tribesmen were told that in this jihad, all removable items were theirs; and irremovable 

(land, buildings and trees etc) items belonged to Pakistan. It practically meant they can loot, 

plunder, rape and kidnap women. The tribesmen unreservedly killed tens of thousands of innocent 

people […]. 

Apart from the Tribesmen, Pakistan used sentiments and resentment of the local Kashmiri 

Muslims who were angry because of harsh taxation and human rights abuses; and instigated a 

‘rebellion’ against the Maharaja of Jammu and Kashmir. Both the local people and the tribesmen 

were financed and supervised by the military officers of the Pakistan army.”13 

 
13 Sabir Choudhry, Kashmir Dispute: Terrorism and Pakistan (Indiana: AuthorHouse, 2016), 3. 
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India was involved in this war from the request of Maharaja of Kashmir and the Maharaja 

agreed to give up Kashmir as Indian’s colony. At this time, the people of Kashmir were facing two 

different disputes that caused divisions of groups in the country. On one hand, they were fending 

themselves against Pakistan and radical Muslim attacks. On the other hand, they were protesting 

India and protecting their sovereignty.  

However, a conflict between Kashmiri Muslims and Kashmiri Hindus has existed prior to 

the collapse of British Raj. Under the ruling of Dogra regime (1846 – 1947), the economical system 

was forced labour where workers were paid little to nothing (Halder, 2019). High taxation was 

enforced upon Kashmiri Muslims. The Muslims population were and still is the majority of state’s 

population. They hence make up the large part of Kashmir poverty. There were various policies 

during the Dogra that made it difficult for Muslims to break free from poverty.14 

While the sovereignty of Kashmir was short lived, the rage of its citizen for its loss is an evidence 

for people’s strong desire to regain the state’s independency. However, if an approval for 

independency is granted to Kashmir, its following government must have a better structure to 

ensure a democracy and equality within the state.  

 
14 Tamoghna Halder, “Kashmir’s struggle did not start in 1947 and will not end today,” Al Jazeera, August 15, 2019, 

https://www.aljazeera.com/opinions/2019/8/15/kashmirs-struggle-did-not-start-in-1947-and-will-not-end-today 
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TOPIC 2: Healing plan 

Compensation for the Kashmiri innocent victims 

When the Pakistan army invaded Jammu and Kashmir on 22 October 1947, they came 

well-prepared with ways to turn the life of Kashmiris into hell. They “unreservedly killed tens of 

thousands of innocent people, looted them, burnt their shops and property, raped women and 

kidnapped them and sold them to Pakistani cities.”15 The Indian’s involvement was also 

destructive: 

“In the 1970s and ‘80s, Suraiya, known in the locality as Suraiya Paagal (crazy), was a living 

icon of Jammu [and Kashmir] in 1947. As a six-year-old, she had witnessed her entire family, 

except for her mother, being burnt alive by Hindus and Sikhs during the post-Partition riots. After 

that, she had lost her mental balance. […] Suraiya’s story was not unique; there were many such 

around us, whose faces spoke of the bloodied streets of Jammu. It was easy to stumble on these 

narratives in a neighbourhood that had once had a huge Muslim population, one that had thinned 

drastically in October – November 1947.”16   

It should be the top priority for members of UN council to concentrate on the safety of 

Kashmiris. However, due to the complex relationships between actors of Kashmir, a coherent 

resolution that entails details of compensation for innocent victims and a plan to rebuild a more 

accepting and united society must be discussed.  

 
15 Sabir Choudhry, Kashmir Dispute: Terrorism and Pakistan, 3. 

16 Anuradha Bhasin Jamwal, “The calm and early signs of conflicts,” in A Desolation Called Peace: Voices from Kashmir 

(New York: Harper Collins, 2019), 1457. 
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Reconciliation between the two main countries 

Kashmir has always been hotly contended by both India and Pakistan for many reasons. 

However, the most prevalent reason is religion. The majority of Kashmiris are Muslims, but the 

government, from the Dogra to the current 1947 Maharaja, has been Hindu. The relationship 

between Islam and Hinduism in Kashmir has always been extreme, hence when Pakistan and 

India joined in the war to claim Kashmir, the conflict was exaggerated with armed weapons and 

mortality. There needs to be an intervention from international party to prevent the conflict from 

worsen. The intervention must detail resolution(s) that will help India and Pakistan reconcile and 

work together to compensate Kashmir for the damages they have caused as well as a protocol 

that will prevent another religious conflict from happening.   
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Country List: 

Argentina 

Belgium 

Canada 

Colombia 

Czechoslovakia 

France 

India 

Jammu and Kashmir 

Pakistan 

Republic of China 

Soviet Union 

Syria 

Ukrainian SSR 

United Kingdom 

United States 
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